Winter Vacation Goals for Pre Primary-I
“Every time you tear a leaf off your calendar, you present a new place for
new ideas and progress.”

- Charles Kettering

It’s winter vacation, give it a loud cheer,
School is done for the rest of the year!
Our cold nights get longer, and our fingers get numb!
There’s a lot to do and learn, during this Winter Season.
Let’s all welcome the New Year of 2018,
With lots of sparkle and sheen!!!!
 A bucket list for all to do as we usher in the New Year: Know how to spell your name.
 “Joy of Giving”- Donate old toys/clothes to someone who
may need them more than you.
 Plant a seed, water it and see it grow.
 Feed the bird visitors to your house.
 Meet your loved ones.
 Follow a balanced diet and stay healthy.
 Practice to flip the pages of a book, turning page by page
and reading the page number.
 Learn to tie your shoe lace yourself.



 Make a routine to go for a short walk along with some
guardian.
 Do simple exercises/yoga daily.
 Soak yourself in sunshine and feel the warmth.
 Learn a new word every day and speak out loudly and clearly.
 Hold a pencil firmly and practice moving it freely on any
rough page.
Project Based Learning:
“The purest and most thoughtful minds are those which love colour the most.”

– John Ruskin
 Make your very own “Colour Spectrum”Colours will be allotted to children as per their Roll Numbers. Let your
wards observe and find out colour related pictures from the environment.
Make a pattern (as shown in the sample) on an A2 thick pastel sheet.
Guide them to apply glue on the picture and paste it. They will be then
required to write the first letter of the related picture in English and Hindi.
For eg. If a child is pasting the picture of an apple, then they have to write
upper case letter ‘A’ and lower case letter ‘a’ and ‘स’ (सेब ) Lastly, the child
has to count the number of pictures pasted and write the total number of
pictures in the box given besides the pattern.

SAMPLE

Total number of Red coloured objects found -

Colour Allotment
Roll No. Colour

Roll No. Colour

1 to 4 - Red

17 to 20 - Yellow

5 to 8 - Green

21 to 24- Brown

9 to 12 - Blue

25 to 28- Pink

13 to 16 - Purple

29 to 33- Orange

Wishing you all a very Happy and Prosperous New Year ‘2018’.

